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And worthy of special note is our shift to a

strength based treatment framework in association

with CanChild from McMaster University. While it

has always been important to ensure that children

with developmental challenges are recognized for

their capacities, our move towards an ‘F-words’
framework structures examination of strengths in

the areas of Family, Function, Fitness, Friends, and

Future in our practice of developmental care

In addition to these initiatives, we also

rediscovered that we do our best work together –

that hallway conversations matter – that it is our

collective energy that helps us push the

boundaries of excellence in care

On behalf of the OSNS Board of Directors, please

join us in respectfully acknowledging the hard

work of our team in meeting families where they

are. Please also join us in our admiration of the

families we serve and our commitment to shape

the system towards a time when every child and

youth gets what they need to thrive

Together Towards Tomorrow
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OSNS strengthened virtual treatment service options and

improved access to care, particularly for families in

outlying service areas

OSNS brought back early childhood and clinical

students

OSNS partnered with Work BC to assist with education

programs for new Early Childhood Education

professionals

OSNS grew back to pre-pandemic staffing levels taking

care to nurture the culture of our team 

OSNS held the First Annual Tee it Up for OSNS Charity

Golf Tournament in partnership with the beautiful

Fairview Mountain Golf Club in Oliver

Over the past few months, as we slowly emerge into new

routines, we have spent time reviewing our Mission Vision

and Values. Although still in draft format as this note is

written, we had consensus on our uniting phrase – our motto

to meet this moment: 

Together Towards Tomorrow

The phrase represents the hard work and dedication of the

OSNS Team through both 2020 and 2021. There were many

difficult challenges. Families who needed a greater intensity

of support against the backdrop of adjustments in our own

personal lives. So much changed

What didn’t change was the courage and adaptability of the

team

Manisha Willms Stacey Gagno

Manisha Willms

Executive Director

Stacey Gagno

OSNS Board Chair



 
Land acknowledgements are living entities formed by sacred breath that should be
spoken from the heart and reflect humility, gratitude, respect and responsibility toward
place, fire, water, and air

TERRITORIAL

ACKNOWLEGEMENT
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Melissa Tumlinson - Finance Manager

I acknowledge that I am living on the traditional territory of the

Okanagan Syilx People along with Metis and Inuit friends  

This compels me to… 

care for this beautiful valley  

live with gratitude  

and seek to learn  

Megan Keenlyside - Autism Intervention Program Lead

I acknowledge with respect that I live, learn, and play on the

traditional territory of the Okanagan Syilx People. I am a visitor

on this land. I am committed to respecting, learning from, and

living in balance with this land and all those living on it  

Ginnie Weston -  Early Childhood Education Manager

I acknowledge with respect and humility that this land

where I live is the unceded territory of the Syilx

(Okanagan) Peoples. Since time immemorial the Syilx

peoples have cared for and nurtured this land and it

has cared for and nurtured them in return. They have

a history, present and future here that I am compelled

to hear, learn & understand

Jackie Duncan - Early Intervention Program - Senior

Physiotherapist 

With humility, gratitude and respect, I acknowledge

that I live, work and play on the traditional territory of

the Okanagan Syilx People. I also acknowledge Metis

and Inuit friends living in this beautiful valley. I seek

to understand the diverse histories and cultures of the

people on this land and pledge to provide a safe and

welcoming place for all children and families through

my work here

The OSNS team committed to write their own territorial acknowledgement - something meaningful to

them. Highlighted below are some of their suggestions

Manisha Willms - Executive Director 

I live with daily gratitude on the traditional unceded

territory of the Okanagan Syilx people. This compels me

to continuously learn and respectfully share in the

stewardship of this beautiful valley



OUR FACILITY

Every decision we make about

how we organize ourselves has

to provide a space that is

comforting for families and a

place that is motivating for

children where they can feel

like they have ownership and

independence.  For our

entrance we have a little door

scaled for children so they can

feel like this is their space and

that they can open the door and

get into the building

independent of adult help

We have invested time to thoughtfully design our space
for optimal play-based learning. 

Children at our centre

have the option of taking

the slide as an alternative

to the stairs. This exciting

way down helps children

build confidence, take

risks, explore countdowns,

learn balance and

improve physical and

visual skills

Along with the fun of getting

dirty, gardening helps

children learn valuable

lessons about patience, care

and responsibility. Gardening

provides opportunities to learn

about nature, practice

cooperation and where food

comes from. Every spring the

friendly folks from Garden

Works and Home Hardware

help bring our garden to life

The OSNS provides an environment that is bright and happy reflecting, thoughtful planning, focused

on maximizing clients' engagement in their surroundings
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In 2017 NHL player Duncan Keith

partnered with OSNS to build an

outdoor adventure playground.

His donation has provided

children with an engaging space

to play outdoors. The even surface

also makes it a better learning area

for practicing activities that require

balance and co-ordination. The

children love to use the track

around the playground to practice

riding on their bikes. At OSNS,

disguising hard work with play is

what our programs are all about

OSNS boasts an awesome

pirate themed climbing

wall. Climbing is an ideal

activity to work on arm

and leg strengthening,

coordination and motor

planning. It is also an

excellent activity to help

children and youth feel a

sense of accomplishment

as they problem solve

their way up the wall

Eventually, every child

will encounter a time

when they experience

overwhelming emotions.

Without self-regulations or

a safe place to escape,

these emotions can spiral

into a chaotic episode. 

 Otis's Cave provides a

calm place for children to

take a break and diffuse

their emotions



  TREATMENT PROGRAMS
I N T E R V E N T I O N  A T  O S N S  I S  E V I D E N C E D - B A S E D ,  D A T A - D R I V E N  A N D
S H A R P L Y  F O C U S E D  O N  Q U A L I T Y  C A R E .  T H E  T E A M  S T R I V E S  T O  T A L K
A B O U T  W H A T  M A T T E R S  T O  F A M I L I E S  A N D  T O  B E  A C C O U N T A B L E  F O R
C O N S I S T E N T  P R O G R E S S .  A S  A  M U L T I D I S C I P L I N A R Y  O R G A N I Z A T I O N ,
O S N S  P R O V I D E S  I N T E G R A T E D  P E D I A T R I C  A N D  E A R L Y  E D U C A T I O N A L
P R O G R A M M I N G .

Early intervention program
Speech-Language Pathology, Physiotherapy

and Occupational Therapy for children ages

birth until school entry. Treatment sessions

can be Centre based, home/community

based, group or individual.  

Autism Intervention
A skill-building program for children aged 2-12

with a diagnosis of Autism Spectrum Disorder.

The autism program addresses social skills and

communication, play, fine and gross motor

skills, self-help skills and emotional regulation.
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Early Childhood Education
Inclusive Kinderplace Preschool & Daycare

programs. The specialized ECE staff team

teach pro-social skills and kindness through

strengths-based programming and

collaborative, family-centred care.

Assessment Services
Early years multidisciplinary assessments

monitor for at-risk markers and coordination

of autism assessments for children under 6.

Family Support - Social Work
Available to all families referred to OSNS. This

includes intake meetings and navigation of the

Centre and community resources, as well as

ongoing support with the process of

understanding services, diagnoses and

advocacy.

Early Mental Health Workshops
A series for parents, caregivers, and community

partners includes topics on anxiety, attention

deficit disorder, executive functioning and

emotional resiliency. Psychology services include

cognitive assessments and individual

consultations.

"OSNS is a second family to us.
I can't imagine where our lives
would be without their services
and support" – Miranda



Jordan has seen our daughter since birth and has been

nothing short of amazing! He is very knowledgeable and

has played a key role in our daughters development. Very

grateful to have him and the whole team at OSNS - Shay

STRATEGIC PRIORITY
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We absolutely LOVE OSNS!! Our daughter loves all the staff

and we’ve also had the pleasure of having the wonderful

Jackie since Holland was a baby as her Physiotherapist. We

now also have the lovely Claire who is her Occupational

therapist and she also attends KinderBear daycare. OSNS has

changed our lives and our daughters. - Katie



I'm a Speech-Language Pathologist working in a few different

areas of the clinic. Within Early Intervention I help children

aged 0-5 on language acquisition, speech sounds, play and

social communication skills. I also work with our Autism

Intervention Program and with School District 58 where

once a week I get to see school-aged children. 

Knowing that we're trying to effect positive change and be

part of the village that it takes to raise a child is hugely

rewarding.

EARLY INTERVENTION PROGRAM

TEAM SPOTLIGHTS

Meet Emma

I’m an Occupational Therapist working in the Early

Intervention Program where I support children 0-5 years of

age and their families. I also work in the Autism

Intervention Program. I support a child’s development in

areas related to sensory, fine motor, gross motor, self-

regulation and activities of daily living. OSNS is a space

where children and their families feel comfortable and that

their concerns are heard. I hope families will feel confident

in using therapeutic strategies to support their child’s
development and to continue advocating for their child’s
needs when they leave the Centre.

I'm a Physiotherapist working in both the Early Intervention and

Autism Intervention Program. I work with kids from birth to

kindergarten entry. I assist with optimizing babies and children's

movement, strength and coordination. I love watching children

as they navigate activities that challenge their skill level.

Watching the wheels turn in their minds as they work out how

to overcome obstacles and eventually succeed is extremely

rewarding.
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Meet Claire

Meet Jordan

Emma  Hanes

Speech Language 

Pathologist

 

Claire Kampman

Occupational Therapist

 

Jordan Bytelaar 

Physiotherapist

 



OUR VALUES

TOGETHER TOWARDS

TOMORROW
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MISSION:
To optimize the health and well being of every 
child, youth and family we serve.

VISION:
Compassionate communities where every child 
and youth gets what they need to thrive.

OUR COMMITMENT:
To live by our values.

EXCELLENCE IN QUALITY CARE
Treating the developmental needs of children is an enormous responsibility.  We will pay attention to research

and be innovative in our approach - moving beyond the way it is, towards the way it can be.

INTEGRITY
Integrity is knowing and doing what is right.  We will work every day with transparency, humility and

organizational courage - holding overselves accountable. 

DIVERSITY
Every perspective strengthens us.  We will stand against discrimination of any kind.  We will embrace curiosity

and be champions of change.

OPTIMISM
There is potential in every child, every youth and every parent.  Our approach is positive and strength based. 

 We will dream boldly in partnership with families. 

RELATIONSHIPS
Trust is built through clear, compassionate and brave communications.  We will listen to understand. We will

do what matters.

KINDNESS
Children represent the future of humanity.  Our team will model, teach, celebrate and advocate for kindness

at every opportunity.



STRATEGIC PRIORITY

"The OSNS staff are kind, caring, compassionate and
incredibly knowledgeable.  Every day, I hear examples from
families about how the OSNS therapists went beyond for
their child to accomodate to their individual needs and to
help them learn and grow. I feel so fortunate to the have
the OSNS as part of our community and feel confident that
my patients and their families will receive excellent care
when I refer them there" 
- Dr. Miriam Oliver - Paediatrician
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As a non-profit organization, we are governed by a volunteer Board of Directors, comprised of

members of the community. The board is actively involved in shaping the direction of our

organization, monitoring organizational energy, showing leadership in a culture of collaboration

and respect and improving the quality of our services. The board is a driving force in maintaining

an intense focus on young children and families and ensuring a track record of effective

implementation.

 

Our group of members includes educators, quality improvement leaders, financial/business

leaders, parents of vulnerable children, paediatric and family practice physicians and legal

professionals.

 

 

 

OSNS BOARD OF DIRECTORS
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This past year has been a year of recovery.  Our in-person services have returned to

full capacity and our Centre is full of energetic, little friends  

We have learned in recent years how to stretch and pivot our service models, and in

the process, we have created new access points for families in the South Okanagan.    

We revamped our fundraising efforts with flexible and virtual events   

Our Telethon was fantastic!  So many volunteers worked from home and our faithful

donors year after year made it a great success  

We even managed to start a new event with our annual Golf Tournament.  So many

community partners answered our call and we cannot say, ‘Thank You’ enough! 

We joined with WorkBC this year as well to participate in the Community Workforce

program that funds educational opportunities for much needed Early Childhood

Educators in the South Okanagan region   

OSNS continues to be a hub for families in our community. Moving forward, we will

continue to implement financial strategies to work toward a more sustainable funding

framework to ensure our quality services are here for the next generation 

FINANCE DEPARTMENT

As I reflect on the way forward after the last couple of hard, stress filled years I am

guided back to the central notion of why we are here – the children.

We have learned a lot about Covid 19 and how to be safe even though it is still out

there. With this knowledge we have the confidence now to relax a little and get back to

a less stressful existence. And this is good for all of us, children, families, educators &

communities.

Our practice of building connections, sharing joy and laughter with the children has

energized us and led the way forward. Children are wise for their years... Their ability to

find joy and laugh big every day – their desire to connect, play and be outdoors. – Their

ability to remain curious, investigate, try new things and try again as they learn is so

inspiring to me.

They need our care and guidance yes, but they can show or tell us what they need if we

look and listen. If we come alongside them as co-investigators, co-researchers, co-

educators we realize that these little beings have as much to teach us as we have to

teach them.

Ordinary everyday moments of shared experience and connection with children are

much more than that, they are the building blocks, the shaping, the foundation of our

future. The way forward is about ensuring we continue to advocate for and help parents,

others and ourselves to build strong, positive relationships with children as we move

together towards tomorrow.

EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
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DEPARTMENT REPORTS

Melissa Tumlinson

Finance Manager

 

Ginnie Weston

Early Childhood Education 

Manager

 

 



EARLY INTERVENTION PROGRAM

AUTISM INTERVENTION PROGRAM
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The Early Intervention department continues to see resilience, optimism,

joy and growth, in spite of the challenges of treatment access, funding

shortfalls, long wait times, overall health issues and continued impacts

from the pandemic. 

Our integrated therapy services continue to work together towards

common goals with families and communities to help children thrive and

reach their full potential.

2021 saw a return to more in-person services, while retaining the option to

have virtual visits. Services will never look quite the same as they did pre-

pandemic, and this might be a good thing. We have learned new ways of

delivering therapy services and supporting families. 

Providing the flexibility to work with a therapist virtually from home

enables increased access to services and allows parents to attend meetings,

sessions or even groups, without transportation or childcare challenges. It

also allows staff and families to help keep everyone healthy by staying

home when they are not well enough to be in the same room, but well

enough to be on Zoom. We have missed seeing families and children

attend in-person groups, but hope to return to group interventions as soon

as it is safe to do so.

Everyone needs help at times; everyone needs a place to feel comfortable

asking for help. When we can be that place for families, then together we

will make tomorrow better than today. 

After another busy year in the Autism Intervention Program, we are

looking forward to the opportunities and growth that the future has to

offer. We have restructured the AIP to strengthen the sustainability of

our program. Our service delivery has reached a balance between

virtual and in-person services to meet the needs and preferences of

families. We continue to provide sessions at OSNS and we have

happily returned to sessions in the community. We look forward to

building these community partnerships once again to provide off-site

sessions, decreasing barriers and increasing families' accessibility to

services. And once again, we are looking forward to providing

services to children and youth over 6 years of age, with programming

that fosters friendships and provides opportunities for social

engagement. 

Jackie Duncan

Senior Physiotherapist

 

 

Kate Smith

Speech Language Pathologist / 

Quality Lead

Megan Keenleyside

Autism Intervention Manager

 



OPERATIONS
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The OSNS mission is to optimize the health and well-being of every child,

youth and family we serve. As an Operations Manager, my role is to

support and assist in the implementation of strategic and operational

objectives, facilitating in the connection between our various departments.

When we connect as a team, magic is created and with that, there is an

undeniable shared energy toward our common goal of helping families.  

During the pandemic, we lost some of that magic and connection as a

result from working from home and relying on providing virtual support to

our children and families. As we come out of the Pandemic, we are excited

to recreate that magic, rebuilding an environment that is not only warm

and welcoming but also incorporates recent advancements in technology.  

I would also like to acknowledge our amazing team at our front desk -

Brenda and Lucy - two best friends. Lucy and Brenda make everyone's

world just a little better with their compassion and commitment to ensuring

every child and family feels welcome as they walk through our big and

small door.

Nita Khanal

Operations Manager

 



DELIVERING EVIDENCE

BASED SUPPORT SERVICES

TO CHILDREN AND

FAMILIES SINCE 1978 

In February of 2021, OSNS completed their fifth

accreditation with the Commission for

Accreditation of Rehabilitation Facilities (CARF)

Throughout the virtual three-day process, OSNS

practices and programs were held up against

1134 international standards of excellence

resulting in only two recommendations which

included increased testing of our payroll process

in the event of a disaster and another involving

acquiring data on the children we serve several

years after they have left our care. 

OSNS received the maximum three-year

accreditation through CARF in all programs.  

This consistent level of accreditation

recognizes OSNS as providing responsive,

inclusive, high quality programs and

services, addressing the needs of the

children and families in our community. 
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CARF ACCREDITATION



STRATEGIC PRIORITY

WE CONSISTENTLY STRIVE FOR IMPROVEMENT AND 

ARE COMMITTED TO THE PURSUIT OF EXCELLENCE 

AND QUALITY CARE
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F-WORDS - AN INTRODUCTION
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The F-Words is an innovative, strengths-based and holistic concept to child and family development

created by CAN-CHILD at McMaster University. OSNS has chosen to adopt this approach to

streamline our focus on what is most meaningful to all children and families, while celebrating gifts

and diversity. The 6 F-Words are: Family, Function, Fun, Friends, Fitness and Future.  When we meet

a family, we would start by asking them what their child can do, what does their child enjoy, what

are their hopes and dreams for the future, instead of focussing on what the child cannot do. OSNS

has established an F words committee with representatives from our board, all services, and parents,

to promote the integration of this framework into our practices. We are asking staff, children and

families to complete an F-Words profile where we can learn more about each other's perspectives,

values and experiences, and we can collaborate together on helping families to realise their goals

and dreams.



TOTAL SERVICE HOURS
Physiotherapy: 2961.08

Occupational Therapy: 2595.77

Speech Language Pathology: 2285.73

Behaviour Intervention: 5095

Family Support: 1325.81

Therapy Assistant: 1080.8

PERFORMANCE REPORTING
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PERFORMANCE REPORTING
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13%40

45% 24%



The OSNS has continued to see success and

growth because of  the generous support  of  the

community at  large.  This  annual fundrais ing

model,  however,  is  unpredictable and at  t imes

can be a burden on the cl inical  team. The Legacy

Foundation was establ ished to provide a remedy. 

There is  no reasonable counter  argument to early

treatment support  for  chi ldren with

developmental  chal lenges.  Government plays an

important  role in providing funding for  the

Centre but  fal ls  short  of  ful ly funding t reatment

services.  Rehabil i tat ion for  neurological

disorders is  part  of  medical  care.  In the case of

chi ldren,  these medical ly needed services are

managed through government contracts  with

Child Development Centres.  These funds are

targeted to provide salar ies for  direct  t reatment

staf f .  There is  no provis ion for  faci l i ty

maintenance or expansion,  new equipment or

innovat ive approaches to care.

OSNS LAUNCHES THE 

OSNS LEGACY FOUNDATION

c r e a t i n g  l o n g  t e r m  s t a b i l i t y
T H E  O S N S  L E G A C Y  F O U N D A T I O N

O U R  M I S S I O N  I S  T O  S E C U R E  T H E  D E L I V E R Y  O F  P E D I A T R I C  R E H A B I L I T A T I O N  I N  T H E  S O U T H

O K A N A G A N  S I M I L K A M E E N  B Y  E N S U R I N G  T H E  F I N A N C I A L  S T A B I L I T Y  O F  T H E  O S N S  C H I L D  &  Y O U T H

D E V E L O P M E N T  C E N T R E .

The funding gaps in rehabil i tat ion services

for  chi ldren have also contr ibuted to long

wait ing l is ts  preventing t imely intervention,

when clear evidence shows that  early

intervention leads to l i fe-changing,  posi t ive

trajectories for  chi ldren.  I t  has also resul ted

in OSNS Centre s taf f  spending precious t ime

and resources on annual fundrais ing to

cover the operat ional  short fal ls .

The OSNS Legacy Foundation seeks to ease

the annual operat ing def ici t ,  el iminate the

wait ing l is ts  experienced each year and to

remedy the misal locat ion of  s taf f  resources,

al lowing the Centre to focus on i t 's  core

mission.  

With phi lanthropic support ,  our

hope is  that  the Legacy Foundation’s
fund wil l  grow to a s ize that  wil l  not

only meet the immediate f inancial

requirements of  the OSNS, but  also

faci l i tate the growth of  the Centre so

that  each chi ld receives special ized,

compassionate care for  generat ions

to come.
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We are pleased to recognize the individuals and organizations who have donated and contributed to our

fundraisers. We thank each of you for your support and commitment to the OSNS
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THANK YOU TO OUR DONORS

AND FRIENDS OF THE ONSN



OSNS FUNDRAISER HIGHLIGHTS
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IT TAKES A VILLAGE - THANK YOU TO

OUR COMMUNITY

uwbcs

Inaugural Event

28 Families

received holiday

hampers through

the OSNS

Christmas Hamper

Program Zoom Santa
84 K

 Raised!



STRONGER TOGETHER

WE ARE OSNS
www.osns.org 22


